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BERLITZ CHINESE AND JAPANESE PREMIERThree easy ways to learn Chinese and Japanese

Learn Chinese and Japanese the easy way with a straightforward system that helps you learn

common words and phrases with vocabulary activities and sample conversations in three

comprehensive levels: Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced. Ideal for busy people learn on your

computer, in your car or on the go! Three easy ways to learn: 1. On your computer--Software for

Windows and Macintosh**Total immersion learn by listening to actual conversations**Multimedia

learning enhance your knowledge by watching videos**Flash card system reinforce your

learning**Speech Analysis improve your pronunciation with practice conversations2. In your car

listen to audio CDs (4 hours total) 3. On the go*Install the software on your Pocket PC or

PDA*Specific exercises for iPodÂ® or other MP3 playersIdeal for All Levels: *Beginner**Meeting

and greeting**Basic travel terms**Numbers and money**Colors*Sightseeing*Intermediate**Asking

for Directions**Ordering a Meal**Shopping**At the Hotel**Emergencies*Advanced**Office

Conversation**Speaking on the Phone**An Evening with Friends**Survival PhrasesWhat Makes It

So Effective? *Interactive flash cards help you to learn essential words and phrases*Engaging

videos teach real-life conversation skills*Speech analysis tools teach you to converse like a

native*Entertaining games make learning fast and fun! System requirements: Windows: 98, 2000,

ME, XP, Vista128 MB RAMCD-ROM driveMacintosh: OS X 10.2.8 or laterG3 or faster or

IntelÂ®-based128 MB RAMCD-ROM driveOptional: Microphone for recording and speech

recognitioniPodÂ® or MP3 playerPocket PC 2002 or laterPalm (Palm OS 5 or later, 500 KB

available memory)
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About BerlitzFor more than 125 years, Berlitz has been the most trusted name in language learning.

Berlitz was built on the principle that language skills are best acquired through conversation, with a

focus on real-life situations. Today, we offer self-study audio language programs, phrasebooks and

dictionaries in more than 30 languages for children and adults.br>With more than 450 language

schools in over 60 countries, Berlitz has taught millions how to speak another language.

For me, an at home learner of Mandarin Chinese, I found this "course" as another very useful aid in

the pursuit of conversational "Learn at Home" Chinese. Another addition to my learning arsenal. I

doubt seriously that one would reach a conversational knowledge purely with this material alone (If

a Self Learner)! As an addition to a formal class it could, I guess prove helpful? But for the at home,

on you own (No teacher, or class available person), I would recommend theLiving Language

Mandarin Chinese course. as some reviewed it as "not for an absolute beginner" but with some prior

knowledge. in my case little, I find it to be the "Mainstay" of my home study, supplemented by all the

online Chinese learning material, that is in great abundance and varying usefulness, at no or little

cost. this course Berlitz is another aid but not the way to go alone, though!
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